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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM A!� DEPIKITIONS OF TERMS USED
In recent years there has been an increased expendi
ture of effort and time on the part of the church to further
the cause of religious education, along with the strides
being made by secularism In this age of science.
Religious education has rendered invaluable service
in the promotion of the Kingdom of God on earth. Jesus was
a master teacher and the Influences of his methods of
teaching has continued to the present day.
Along with the motintlng Interest in religious edu
cation, especially in some of the largest Protestant de
nominations, problems are developing which could occasion
the church grave concern. Even now harm is being done to
the spiritual life and vitality of the Christian Church
through ill-based conceptions and practices in religious
education.
I. THE PROBLEM
rtatement of the problem. In view of the fact that
religious eduoatlon is being so highly emphasised In Method
ism it Is the purpose of this study to review the early work
of John Wesley in this field. An effort was made to see
not only what prompted Wesley to start educational insti-
2tutlons, but how he related religion and religious experi
ence to them.
While keeping in mind the good religious education
has wrought there must be an awareness of the devastating
Influence which misguided religious eduoatlon may have upon
the spiritual life of the church If certain present trends
in religious education continue.
For instance there is a theory being taught that a
person may be educated into religion. He may be Instructed
in religion and become a Christian without the experience
known as conversion which has made the church the powerfxil
influence it has been on the religious and moral life of
the world.
Wesley's religious and educational background was
studied to determine how he arrived at theories and princi
ples concerning education and conversion which he taught in
his day. An effort was made to show how much the emphasis
which Wesley laid on the changed life he experienced at
Aldersgate had to do with his theory of education.
Although the "growth theory" of Dushnell came many
years after Wesley it influenced the trend in religious edu
cation in Methodism. This theory asserted that a child may
grow up into the Christian life without ever knowing him
self to have been a sinner. An effort was made In this
study to show how Wesley thought and taught concerning the
3ir^^ortanoe of both religious education and conversion.
Also an attesipt was made to determine if the ex
pression "Christian eduoatlon" has been perverted and If so,
how it came about .
II. DEFINITIONS OP TERMS USED
Conversion. Throughout this report of the study the
term conversion Is interpreted as meaning a spiritual ex
perience which changes not only man's outward works and
moral life but his inward nature as well. By Inward nature
is meant the depravity of man's nature from the fall of
Adam. The terms conversion and the Sew Birth are used syn
onymously. The study will deal only with the conversion of
children who have reached the age of aoooutitabllity and
adults. Thus, the topic of Infant baptism which would be an
Involved study within Itself is eliminated except in cases
where the word is necessary to understand the meaning of
certain temns.
Religious eduoatlon. This study was limited to
Methodism and the terra religious education is herein inter
preted as referring to all religious eduoatlon within
Methodism to the exclusion of that within the Roman Catholic
Church, the religion of Judaism, and all of the other living
religions of the world.
Religious education bears upon the task of bringing
an individual to accept Jesua Christ as personal Saviour and
developing in him through the medium of instruction and ex
ample an increasingly Christlike character.
The term religious education applies to Christian
eduoatlon. In their broader context these temns may refer
to the general work of educating the whole man in a Christian
environment .
The Church . This term is used to denote the church
in general including all Protestant denominations. It may
be used interchangeably with the term the Christian church.
A Christian. This term refers to an individual who
has experienced what John Wesley termed the New Slrth. Such
a person has experienced a crisis in his life which has
instantaneously changed many of his outward acts as well as
the Inward nature of his soul.
CHAPTER II
WESLEY'S RELIGIOUS EDUCATION BAORGHOUND
I. WESLEY'S RELIGIOUS TRAINING
Anoeatry . To be able to understand laore fully
Wesley's Ideas oonceming religion It was necessary to re
view his religious training from early childhood for his
religious experiences had a direct bearing on his philosophy
of religion and education. In Chapter IV attention will be
given to his educational background which with his religious
experience was influential in the formulation of his edu
cational theories.
Wesley's ancestry was not ordinary and he was far
from an ordinary man. Green gives a sketch of Wesley's
genealogy :
The genealogy has been traced as far back as to Guy,
who was made a Thane by Athelstan, clro. A.D. 938.
Guy's great-grandson was Walrond of Welswey, and the
grandson of this latter, Roger De Wellesley,
One branch of the family is traced to Sir Richard de
Wellesley, who became the head of the Wesleys of Dangan,
CO. Meath, Ireland, from which branch the Marquis of
Wellesley, Governor-General of India, and his brother
Arthur, Duke of Wellington, desceMed. Sir Richard's
eldest brother, V/alrond de Wellesley, second Baron
Horragh, became the head of another branch. He suc
ceeded to the family estate, Wellesley tenor, co.
Somerset. His son Gerald, the third B�u?on, having
offended King Henry IV., was deprived of his title.
Gerald's son and heir, Arthur, took the name of Westley;
but his son Hugh, who was knighted, resumed the name
Wellesley. Sir Hugh's grandson, Walter, took again the
6name Wesley, or Westley. Walter's son, Sir Herbert
V.esley, or Westley, of Westlelgh, co. Devon, married
Elizabeth, daughter of Robert de Wellesley of Dangan
Castle, Ireland, so that In their son Bartholomew, born
in 1596, these two branches of the family were united,
his father representing the original stock, and his
mother the Wellesley branch of that stock, of which she
was a descendant . Hence proceeds the Epworth branch of
the family. Bart.holomew married a daughter of Sir Benry
Oolley, of Carbery Castle; and their son, John Westley,
who married the daughter of the celebrated Puritan, John
White, known as the Patriarch of Dorchester, was the
father of Samuel of Epworth, the father of Wesley. 1
Wesley's ancestry was Indeed unusual and much of its
character and dignity was carried over Into his life.
His childhood training. With all this there was
probably nothing which influenced Wesley more than did his
training in the hosie. His home-life under the direction of
his mother, Susannah Wesley, made an indelible Imprint on
his life and consequently upon his life's work. When he was
very young his mother and father taught him the sisqjle
principles of Christianity.
Samuel Wesley was educated at the Dorchester Free
School through the help of Dissenting friends who hoped he
would enter the Dissenting ministry.
He later married Pusannah, daughter of Dr. Annesley,
a leading Non-conformist divine.
He afterwards became Vicar of Crlpplegate, where he
Richard Green, John Wesley Byangeliat (London; The
Religious Tract Society, lihJS), pp. 11-13.
7remained until he shared the fate of his fellow Non-confor
mists in 166S. For the next ten years he appears to have
lived in obscurity, "his Nonconformity creating for him
many outwaM troubles, but no inward uneasiness." Taking
advantage of the Declaration of Indulgence, In 1672 ho
licensed a meeting-house in Little St. Belen's, Bishopgates
Street .
Although a Dissenter, Susannah Wesley attached her
self to the Church of England. The reason for this Is not
known because a manuscript which contained an account of the
main controversy between the Dissenters and the Established
Church was burned in the fire which destroyed the Epworth
parsonage .
Wesley's mother carefiilly formulated ideas on edu
cation which she observed in the rearing of her children.
Concerning Wesley's parents Body says:
But she was an exceptional woman, with ideas on edu
cation carefully formulated, and the ten children who
survived livTancy claimed her untiring attention and in
dustry for many years. In this great work she was ably
seconded by her husband, who added his store of classi
cal knowledge to the solid foundation of religious and
secular Instruction given by his wife. How far such
self-saorif icing conduct on the part of parents was
common, it would be difficult to determine, but It would
at least be fair to assume that such a combination of
industiTT, piety and intellectual attainment would not be
commonly found In many homes .2
^Alfred H. Body, John Wesley and Education (London;
The Epworth Press, 1936), p. 38.
8It will be seen later that many convict ions which
were taught by his mother were carried over into Wesley's
own work in his starting of schools and teaching religion.
Concerning John Wesley, Green says:
He inherited the stern tenacity and the devotional
temper of the Puritan, The hard-training which de
veloped in him great powers of endurance , the spiritual
discipline which led him to so profound reverence for
sacred things, the teaching of poverty which gave to him
the sense of independence of wealth, and of superiority
to its claims, were not unknown to many of his forbears.
Moreover, the persecution and suffering for great princi
ples which many of them endured, and which embedded those
principles so firmly in their minds, he shared. In the
mental culture that gave both quickness in acquiring
knowledge and the power to retain it; in the development
of the poetic and musical faculties, which in this fami
ly attained to so high a degree of perfection; and in
the facility of public speaking which successive in
dividuals displayed, and which culminated in the extra
ordinary powers of its final example� in all these we
mark a collocation of distinguishing characteristics
that formed the special qualifications of Wesley for his
remarkable career.*
Susannah Wesley was a woman of "good books" and was
a writer as well, judging from the excellent letters written
to her children. She was not only a kind disciplinarian in
the home but a teacher as well. The qualities in Wesley's
parents were to be determining factors contributing to his
many faceted life,
Wesley's home background gave him the culture and re
finement to be found only in the best educated families and
Green, o�. oit . , p. 21
9and also the strength to endure poverty peoullar to under
privileged olasses of people.
Of the influence of the Ohristian home in the life of
Wesley, Cannon states:
In truth, a man is a part of all that he has met ;
and. If at the olose of the year 1789 John Wesley was
constrained to write, 'From a child I was taught to love
and reverence the Scripture ,.. .to esteem the primitive
Fathers, .. .and next after the primitive church to esteem
our own, the Church of England, as the most scriptural
national Ohtiroh in the world,' is it not reasonable for
us to expect to find some influences emerging from Wes
ley's home and from his Ghtiroh and leaving their traces
on his own doctrine of Justification?*
Samuel and Susannah Wesley were both well-informed of
the subject of religion in thi'lr day. Samuel Wesley was a
parish priest who was well-read, scholarly, devoted to his
book and his pen, a passionate student of the Scriptures. ^
As rector of Epworth Church he was able to use his
ability not only to the godly ordering of his family but
also to the attending of the many duties of the church.
Cursing, swearing and taking (Jod's name in vain,
Irregvilarities of conduct and behaviour were unfamiliar to
the Wesley family.
The moral and splritxial principles accepted and
taught by the parents of John Wesley were given concrete
*Wllliam Rftgsdale Cannon, The Theology of John Wes
ley (Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1946T7P'^0'
^Oreen, 0�- alt . , p. 18.
10
expreasion in the regulation of the home and in the moral
and religious instruction of their children.�
The study included reviewing the method used by Wes
ley's parents not only in religiously educating their
children, but in bringing them Into the experience of sal
vation.
Cannon, holding that Wesley's parents believed in the
doctrine of Justification, relates:
Theology was no stranger to the Wesley fireside, and
from early childhood John seemed to feel himself answer
able to his reason and his conscience for everything he
did. Had not his mother Insisted on 'conquering the
will' of her children because in her mind that was the
'only strong and rational foundation of religious edu
cation' and then on informing their understanding be
cause she desired them to be 'governed by reason and
piety' and to have 'the principles of religion' rooted
in their minds? Though Samuel and Susannah Wesley dis
agreed about many things and at one time almost sepa
rated because of a dispute over politics, they never
theless shared the same religious and theological
opinions J and in this area Samuel Wesley was absolute
master of his house
It will be seen later that many of the same princi
ples adhered to by Wesley's parents were carried over into
his thinking and incorporated into his rules aonoernlng the
religious education of children.
John Wesley and his brothers and sisters alike were
guided into godliness in their home. They were trained to
Cannon, o�. ott . , p. 51.
Ibid., pp. 44-45.
3.1
simply believe In the truths of the Bible and to aooept by
faith the authority of it. Sot only this but they were
taught oertain prlnoiples of knowledge and virtue.
Wesley's parents endeavored to bring their ohlldren
into salvation and were concerned for the spiritual happi
ness of their souls. Thus they sought to instill Into their
lives the principles of knowledge and virtue that were ab
solutely necessary in order to lead a good life here, which
is the only thing that can infallibly secure happiness here
after.�
The Importance of the rearing of Wesley in accordance
with strict rules cannot be overemphasized. Whether one
would subscribe to evei^ method used by Wesley's parents
might be a question but it Is true that Susannah Wesley
carried out her duties as a mother and did not neglect the
timely correction of her children's faults.
John Wesley was reared according to the highest
earthly authority he knew, that of hia parents. They re
ceived what they believed to be authority from God and
through this they disciplined and nurtured their children in
the Christian faith. This conception on the part of his
parents vsas important to Wesley in his laoral and spiritual
development .
Ibid., p. 48
X2
Cannon ahowing the Importance of Wesley's home-
training states:
The very first fact that confronts us � and this
fact emerges as a consequence of the theological view of
justification held by th� parents of John 'Lesley � is
that John, together with his brothers and sisters, was
trained for godliness in the home. He was taught, first
of all, to believe, to give his assent to the truths of
God's revelation in the gospel, to accept without
question a proposition of faith on th� authority of the
revealer. 'Divine faith,' writes his mother, 'is an
assent to whatever God has revealed to us, because he
has revealed it.' Yes, this unconditional belief Is
an absolute requisite to salvation. Belief Is the
foundation of solid piety and sound virtue. On the
basis of these convictions Mrs. Wesley attempted to
fashion the minds of her children after a definite
pattern of godliness .S
II. FORMAL EDUCATION
Charterhouse. It must be noted that though Wesley
had the best of religious upbringing and had even "hoped"
to be saved while h� attended Charterhouse his spiritual
nature had not been changed. There had been no religious
occurence in his life other than obedience to the moral law
and oommandments of God.
As to any intellectual changes that may have taken
place in his life while at Charterhouse, Cannon says:
The forces which produced John Wesley's theology are
not, therefore, to be found in the intellectual subtle
ties of various and conflicting modes of philosophical
thought. Rather, they are to b� found in the moral and
spiritual endeavors of his life. In his earnest attempt
�Ibid. , pp. 49,50.
IS
to be Bomethlng and to do aoioething in and for the King
dom of God. 10
At age eleven Wesley entered Charterhouse, London, as
a foundation scholar at the request of the Duke of Bucking
ham, a friend of the Wesleys. Charterhouse was a school
situated in the center of London which contained about one
hundred youths of various ages, dispositions, character,
and training.
It was quite a change for Wesley to leave home and
adjust to these new surroundings but all evidence points to
the fact that he was diligent and maintained good behavior
while at Charterhouse.
He was ready for a life of rigidity and discipline
because of his home training. He was quiet, regular and
applied himself.
Green speaking of Wesley at this period saysi
Prom the seclusion of his rural home to the center of
a great city, and from the companionship of sisters to
the oosgjany of a hundred youths of various ages, dis
positions, character, and training, was a very great
shock to this delicately sensitive and susceptible
spirit, however much it B�y have been tempered by pre
paratory conversation at the Rectory. In respect of
character, he was prepared to stand in the presence of
any of them, and probably few, if any, had undergone so
severe a discipline as he - a discipline that was not a
restraint from which in youthful restlessness he desired
to be freed, but a habit of life which had the approval
of his young conscience and judga^nt.!!
3-Olbld., p. 53.
^�^Green, op. olt., p. 35.
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W�8l�y had a tender respect for religion while at
Charterhouse, but there can be no doubt that he was still
tinoonvertod. The school was trying to his religious
scruples but Green believes It was not as bad as some have
portrayed It else Wesley would have been bitter toward it in
later days. He says, "It was no slight evidence of at least
the powerful restraining influence of religion that Wesley
passed through such an ordeal as his six or seven years'
residence at the Charterhouse without contracting any taint
of vice. "12
Wesley loved Charterhouse although he had experienced
many unhappy incidents there. He visited Charterhouse after
iMiny years and seemed to enjoy the memories of it.
Oxford . Prom Charterhouse Wesley proceeded to Oxford,
entering Christ Church as a commoner. He had been preceded
at Oxford by his brother Samuel, his father, grandfather,
and great-grand father and his mother's father .13
The picture of University life as presented by his
torians is sad liuieed . Green speaking of it states ;
If It were not wholly bad, and the worst accounts do
not warrant such a supposition, though the gleams of
light in the dark picture are but few, yet the Uni
versity reflected the spirit of an age which by its
^^im., p. 42.
���^Ibld.
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heartleiBBness, Its indlffsrenoe, its frivolity � in one
word its utter worldliness was widely severed froa
the present one, so proud of its truth, its earnestness,
its energy, and its high and noble alms. Idleness,
trifling, baiHi drinking, lewdness, gambling, were oommon.
Orosse's words to his n�ther, often quoted, written a
little later in the century, show what awaited the un
suspecting. 'Oxford,' he says, 'is a perfect hell upon
earth. What chance is there for an unfortunate lad.
Just come from school, with no one to watch and care for
him ��- no guide? I often saw my tutor carried off per
fectly Intoxicated. 14
It was in this situation that Wesley's strict home-
life held him In good stead and he was not easily dragged
downward. There Is no hint of delinquency In Wesley while
attending Oxford.
Between the two periods at OxfoiNl, Wesley went to
Lincoln College through his election to a Fellowship. At
this time Wesley was without any purpose in life and though
there is reason to believe him strictly moral, yet so far
there is no prominent indication of a serious setting down
to any great pursuit, neither are there evidences of any
deep spirituality of character,
Wesley later returned to Oxford to take pupils to
visit and found a Methodist society, though as yet without
a name, consisting of his brother, Charles and two com
panions. He became their leader and under his guidance the
Ifoly Club came into being. Again his association with this
olub helped to shape his religious life to a great extent.
I4ibld.. p. 43.
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Other students derided members of the olub and they received
names such as "Blble-blgota" and "Bible-moths The group
not only adhered to rules for conscience sake, but sought to
lead other students^ Into a religious life. It was their
desire to be downright Blble-Ghrlstlans j taking the Bible
for their own and sole rule.
Among the many other things they did were:
...they visited prison and th� castle, where they read
on Wednesdays and Fridays, and administered the Sacra
ment once a month; they raised money, and procured books,
medicines, and other requirements for poor prisoners;
they visited and helped poor families, and they taught
In schools and in the workhouse. In all this Wesley
took the l�ad*13
The Holy Club followed a "Scheme of Self-Examination"
which showed the severe system of self-discipline which
Wesley himself carried out with rnont rigorous precision and
urged upon others. He was a precise scholar and held con
tempt for low standards. A graduate of Oxford and Lincoln
College, Wesley was as great a scholar as was produced by
elghteenth-oentu]*y England.
Mia a ion to America. In 17S5, Wesley at the age of
thirty-three, xmder the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign Parts, left for Savannah, Georgia.
Charles Delamotte, son of a London merchant was determined
to go with Wesley as a servant. They had on board their
^^Ibid., p. 77.
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ship twenty-aix Moravians who were also going to Georgia.
The Moravians were devout and made a tremendous impression
on Wesley because of their calm self-possession in the midst
of danger at sea. They calmly sang songs and showed no fear
of dying in time of storm. This calmness in contrast to the
fear Wesley experienced no doubt influenced him when he
talked with Peter Bohler, one who was destined to lead ?.eB-
ley into an experience with God.
During his stay at Savannah, Wesley preached vigor
ously against the vices of the people and baptized children
by trine Imraerslon.l� With all this Wesley Intended to be
a missionary to the Ir^ilans and not a ohaplain to English
colonists .
Wesley h&d perils and sufferings while in Georgia.
He was so strict in the Paoraments, baptism, etc., that his
superiors opposed him severely and this eventually led to
his departure from Georgia, discouraged and defeated. After
one year and nine months Wesley returned to England as a
doubting Individual who said while aboard shlpt
But in a sto3?ra I think, "What if the gospel be not
true?" Then thou art of all men most foolish. For what
hast thou given thy goods, thy ease, thy friends, thy
reputation, thy country, thy life? For what art thou
wandering over the face of the earth? A dream, a
cunningly devised fable? Oh, who will deliver me from
this fear of death I What shall I do? Where shall I fly
'_Jbid., p. 135
from it? Should. I fight against it by thinking, or by
not thinking of it? A miss sian advised me some time
since, 'Be still and go on.' Perhaps this is best, to
look upon it as my cross i when it comes, to let it hum
ble me, and quicken all my good resolutions, especially
that of praying without oeaslngf and at other times to
take no thought about it, but quietley to go on in the
work of the Lord .17
During the return voyage from Georgia Wesley closely
reviewed his own personal spiritual state � his religious
experience and he endeavored to estimate th� value of his
work in Savannah. He seems to have made spiritual progress
in recognizing that he must not as the Papists did lay too
much stress on outward works while on the other hand he was
cautious not to magnify faith as the Lutherans and Calvlnists
did so as to hide all of the rest of the commandments. He
notes at this time the English writers relieved him some
what in enabling him to see that Christianity was consistent
with reason and Scripture.
During this time Wesley mentions all the good works
he had performed including his efforts, suffering, giving of
money, possessions, reputation and even the rational con
viction of all the truths of Christianity and yet he states
these are as "dung and dross" and he had the "sentence of
death" In his heart.
There la clear indication in his Immediate writings
which follow that Wesley waa not far from the klngdora of God.
Ibid. , p. 168.
19
For in the same writings he says, "I want that faith whloh
none can have without knowing that he hath it I "19 And a
little later he states, "The faith that I want is a sure
trust and confidence In God, that, through the merits of
Christ, my sins are forgiven, and I am reconciled to the
favour of God. "19
The day would come when Wesley would experience for
himself, that he was a child of God, but that day had not
yet come .
^%h� Works of John Wesley, Vol, 1, {Journal, Feb
ruary 1, rTJTe), p. 77.
^�Ibld,
CHAPTER III
msmt's CRISIS kjcperience as related
TO RELIGIOUS IDUCATIOM
It it not easy to enumerate and define the changes
that take place which alter completely the motives, atti
tudes and lives of those who have a religious crisis exper
ience. There are not only the outward changes in the life
of the individual but the change that takes place deep with
in the recesses of one's very soul and nature.
To fvilly appreciate Wesley's 'heartwarming' exper
ience, an analysis of the events leading up to May 25, 1738,
is neoessairy.
It cannot be maintained that Wesley obtained this
religious experience at Aldersgate as a direct result of his
thorough home training. Even though at the time of Aiders-
gate he was only thirty-five years of age, he was an or
dained priest of the Established Church of England and had
been preaching for thirteen years .
Wesley had traveled to Savannah, Georgia, as a
missionary and spent nineteen months enduring hardships to
preach the gospel, his chief motive being "the hope of
saving my own soul."
He said, "I went to America to convert the Indian}
but ohl who shall convert me? Who is he that will deliver
21
m� from this evil heart of vinbelief ?'*1
In a vain effort Wesley made a long search for soul
peace throtigh good v^orks; but this netted him little.
Through good works and denial of personal enjoyments V'esley
sought salvation through obeying the moral law and command
ments. Ho doubt his religious knowledge and unusual train
ing from childhood must have produced certain convictions in
Wesley's heart which resulted in a deep longing and craving
for a faith that would bring peace and assurance,
Wesley's first good deed was to become a preacher, in
quest for the satisfying of his conscience. However, even
in this he says he influenced no one and drew no crowds . He
was a failure as a missionary and in the two years spent in
parish work at Epworth assisting his father. His work was a
burden to him and he possessed no passion for the lost.
Rather than having a spontaneous ooisgcjulslon that would fire
his heart from within, he labored under a sense of duty to
the moral law.
Peter Bohler was no doubt the agent of providence in
the life of Wesley. It was on Tuesday, February 7, 1738
that Wesley met Bohler at the house of ?lr. Weynanss, a Dutch
merchant. Wesley delivered a letter to him from John
Toltsohlg, a Moravian minister whose acquaintance Wesley had
'hfhe Works of John Wesley. Vol . 1 , ( Journal , February
1738), p7T4.
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formed in Georgia. Bohler belonged to a society commonly
called the Moravians. He was greatly honored in his
ministry diaring his visits to England. He soon gained the
reputation of "the learned Peter Bohler" while at th� Uni
versity of Oxford. He was a man of great labor, pxirity and
beauty of spirit, being modest and wise in counsel.
Through his association with Bohler at Oxford Wesley
was enlightened as to his past efforts. Through him Wesley
saw that man was saved by faith in Christ and not by works.
Bohler also produced a number of witnesses who testified
that their oonversions were not only as a result of faith
but they further shocked Wesley with the revelation that
salvation was an Instantaneous work of graoe.
Wesley was now convinced that all the home training,
splendid education, culture ajM refinement, good works and
even a godly life did not give him the "witness of the
Spirit" for which he longed. His soul was at the crossroads
and he came to the point where he nearly ended his ministry.
Btit heeding the advice of Bohler he continued to preach
faith until he had it.
On May 23, 1738, Wesley declared In a letter to a
friend that he was "full of abominable sin and under the
curse and the wrath of God," It is plain that he was ready
for a great spiritual transformation whloh he had not ex
perienced .
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The following day May 24, he was to experience a
change which would spur a mighty revival in England, cause
him to travel 5,000 miles a year preaching on an average of
three times daily. He would soon begin founding schools and
reading and writing numerous books on various subjects.
Sxiffloe it to say Wesley was destined to influence the world
not because of all his past life nor due to his religious
work and acoon?)lishments up to the time of Aldersgate, but
because of the experience which he describes thus!
In the evening I went very unwillingly to the society
in Aldersgate Street, where one was reading Luther's
preface to the Epistle to the Romans. At about a quarter
before nine, while he was describing the change whloh
God works In the heart through faith in Christ, I felt
my heart strangely warmed, I felt I did trust in
Christ, Christ alone, for salvation; and an assurance
was given me, that he had taken away my sins, even mine,
and saved me from the law of sin and death,^
Wesley seldom called his Aldersgate experience con
version because to him it was not scriptural, however,
Charles Wesley referred to his personal experience as "my
conversion." Nevertheless the fact and not the name Is of
greatest Importance. Wesley preferred to call conversion
"regeneration" or "the new birth."
Whatever may be said Wesley was a changed man after
Aldersgate and continued to be so throughout the rest of his
life. Something happened to him whloh turned weakness into
power and a divided goal Into a united whole. His doubt.
^Ibid., p. 103.
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fear, oonfuaion and distress were changed Into confidence,
assurance, ooturage and peace ,3
In this experience It Is seen that with only what
Wesley possessed before Aldersgate he would never have been
what he became after that experience. Doubtless had he not
had such an experience there would be no people called
Methodist ,
The priest of Oxford became the prophet of Alders -
gate I One cannot minimize the worth of any precious thing
that �/esley learned before hie conversion, especially if we
insist on the uniqueness of that day, Sangster says;
On May 23 he was an extraordinarily equipped man, of
deep devotion, iron will, wide scholarship, and a not
inconsiderable experience of llfej but he was extra-
ordlnarly Ineffective tool On May 24 he was an apostle I
He left the room in Aldersgate Street, flung his leg
across the back of a horse, and rode out to save Sing-
land .4
Not only did Wesley save England but he rode through
Wales and Scotland and Ireland, Because of Wesley, Asb\a?y
came to America, bringing the Wesleyan revival fire to this
land.
%lmer T. Clark, editor. What Happened At Aldersgate?
(Nashville t Methodist Publishing House, 1938), p.~S^.
A
W, E, Sangster, Methodism Can Be Born Again. (New
York: The Methodist Book' cJoncern, 1^877 p. l4.
I. WESLEY'S TffiOLOGY OP CONVERSION
Anglican theological thought on the eve of the
eighteenth century was in a peculiar sense the product of
history, having its birth as the intellectual expression of
ar�l justification for a new church. It struggled against
the might of Roman Catholicism. It grew old and weak in
controversy and died as a result of internal quarrels and
strife. After almost complete eradication it came to life
and re-established Itself returning to both religious ex
pression and a social and political philosophy.
Concerning it Cannon states!
Its aim was to erect an intellectual system built
around the religious Ideals of the English people. The
seventeenth century saw the constimotlon of such a
system. In the Church of England, Richard Plooker has
become a name; for he it waa, more than any other man,
who made the Anglican communion aware of itself 'as an
independent branch of the Church Universal...with a
positive doctrine and disolplin� of its own and a
definite mission in the wide economy of Grace
Anglicanism carried different opinions} and side by side
in the same tradition sat Calvlnists and Armlnlans. In his
sermon entitled "a Learned Discourse on Justification,
Works, and "How the Foundation of Faith is Overthrown,"
Hooker defines th� marks of agreement In justification be
tween the Church of Fngland and the Church of Home stating;
%llllam Ragsdale Gannon, The Theology of John Wes
ley , (Hashvllle! Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 195ST, pp. 31,^2.
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Ek>th ohurchea agree that all have sinned and, as a
result of original sin, even infants have their natures
defiled, destitute of justloe, and averted from God;
that God alone doth justify! that no man attains unto
justification except by the merits of Christ; and that
'although Christ as God be the efficient cause and
Christ as man be the meritorious cause of our justifi
cation, yet in us also there Is something required...,
Christ hath merited to make us justs but as a medicine
made for health doth not heal by being made but by being
applied, so by the merits of Christ there can be no
justification without the application of his merits. '^
It is noted here that Hooker sets forth the Anglican
view that man is not sufficient unto himself in the Pelagian
sense. Justification is an act on the part of God made
possible through the merits of Jesus Christ. The Anglicans
believed that man must work out his own salvation with fear
and trembling. They realized that man's fate or the pro
nouncement of justification was in God's own act; but the
means of its aohlovement are within man's power, and the
deciding factor la the moral quality of roan's own deeds .7
The Anglican Church laid great stress upon the sacra
ments and insisted upon the members' regulau? observance of
them.
Thus the conception of Justification which was pre
dominate in the Church of England at the beginning of the
eighteenth century was in reality an attempt to hold together
"Ibid., p. 34.
^Ibld., p. 38.
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in a single system God's graoe and man's responsibility. In
doing this it laid emphasis on man and on the requirements
he zBust meet in order to be Justified.
Gonoerning this Cannon states;
Though it categorically affirmed that no man in him
self can fulfill the requirements of perfect obedience
and attain the right of Justification, that all must
be accounted righteous through the merits of our Lord
Jesus Christ, it none the less set conditions on the
appropriation by man of the gift of Christ's merits,
and it established faith, in the sense of belief, and
works, in the sense of sioral and sacramental acts of
obedience, as absolutely essential instruments for the
bestowal of Justifying graoe. Man must take the initi
ative. Man must ask in order to find, knock in order to
have the door of salvation freely opened. 9
It is significsint to note that the Moravians believed
that man is saved by the merits of Christ's death Just as
Anglicanism asserts, yet the Moravians believed Christ died
for the world as a whole but the important thing was that
he died for the individual as a person. So the conception
of faith of the Moravians was much more than mere intellectu
al assent to the truths of the gospel, more than a rational
belief in the Christian way of life. Zlnsendorf defines
Justification thus as recorded by Wesley himself, "Justi
fication is the forgiveness of sins. The moment a man flies
to Christ he Is Justified....To be Justified is the same
thing as to be born of God. "9
Qlbld., p. 4S.
^The Works of John Wesley. (Journal, Wednesday and
Thxirsday, August 9 & WT'l'fZB), p, 119.
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For them a man is saved by the graoe of Ood and works do not
produce salvation.
It must be noted however, that Wesley states}
Neither does faith shut out good works, necessarily
to be done afterwards. But we may not do them to this
intent, � to be Justified by doing them. Our justifi
cation comes freely, of the mere mercy of God; for
whereas all the world was not able to pay any part to
wards their ransom, it pleased him, without any of our
deserving, to prepare for us Ohrlst's body and blood,
whereby our ransom might be paid, and his Justice satis
fied. Christ, therefore, is now the righteousness of
all then that truly believe in hlm.lO
Then note the following statement t
In strictness, therefore, neither our fi.lth nor our
works Justify us, that is, deserve the remission of our
sins. But Ood himself justifies us, of his own mercy,
through the merits of his Pon only.,,.For ow corruption
through original sin is so great, that all o\ir faith,
charity, words, and works, cannot merit or deserve any
part of our justification for us. And therefore we thus
speak, humbling ourselves before God. and giving Christ
all the glory of our Just if lost ion.H
It might be noted with some surprise that Wesley had
no particular bent to theology In his day. There was little
atmosphere whloh Impelled theological thinking, though it
must be remembered that theology has played a leading role
in establishing the Christian Church in all ages and eras.
Wesley's formal education had little to do with
theology. Deism was at the forefront end through this men
IQibld.. "The Principles of a Methodist," (3-7, Vol
8), pp. iSTTes.
^^Ibid.
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moved God to the perimeter of the universe, thus cutting
him off from the moving world. Materialism and anlmllsm
were prev�0.ent In Wesley's day and theology had not come to
be a subject of study as It la today.
Needless to say however, Wesley had a large theologi
cal understacKi Ing, but was limited In theological conviction
as far as his heart need was concerned. When he heard the
words, "The just shall live by faith," he felt his heart
warmed. Light had finally penetrated his soul and his mind
was Illuminated. He called It the Hew Birth. Hence his
long quest was over and he had finally found reality not
only In life, but In religion. His revelation of the re
lation of man to God produced regeneration In the human soul.
Thus It may be said, to him theology was not so much
a matter of truth, but a key to Interpretation. �{esley had
fotind a sufficient theological key to open the door and he
related his p�liglouB Information and philosophy of the hu
man mind to that that was Innermost and essential, whloh is
the life of man's soul in Ohrlst Jesus the Lord.
Wesley was a theologloal Interpreter and as such he
Interpreted repentance not merely as a oo^and but as a pro
cess of awakening and restoring and reassentlng.
The witness of the Spirit was an indesputable divine
act in Wesley's experience and all he thought or did after
ward was related in some degree to this spiritual phenomenon.
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It may be said that Wesley vitalized and humanized
theolegy and as a result he gave it point, direction,
application and destiny. He constantly preached the de
pravity of man and the need of the new birth.
Wesley's theological bases of conversion were em
pirical and included three main sources of truth; scripture,
faith and reason, and experience.
Scripture . The vast amount of work Wesley aocos^lished
in reading and writing during his lifetime not to speak of
numerous other tasks he undertook, has been alluded to yet
with all the many volumes he read and wrote the Father of
Kethodlam exclaimed;
I want to know one thing, � the way to heaven; how
to land safe on that happy shore. Ood himself has con
descended to teach the ways For this very end he came
from heaven. He hath written it down In a book. 0 give
me that book I At any price give me the book of Ood I I
have It: here Is knowledge enough for me. Let me be
bomo unlus librl. Here then I am, far from the busy
ways of men. I set down alone: only God Is here. In
His presence I open, I read His book; for this end, to
find the way to heaven.12
Many books read by Wesley were influential In shaping
his religious beliefs even before his conversion. Books
such as Jeremy Taylor ' s Rules and Kxereises of Holy Living
and Holy Dying and the phristian Pattern or a Treatise of
the Imitation of Jesus Christ by Thomas a Kempls and William
�'�**Robert W, Burtner and Robert 1. Chiles, (eds.),
A Compend of Wesley's Theology (Hashvllle: Abingdon Press,
1954V p. iST
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Law's Serious Gall and Christian Perfection laade a profound
Impression on Wesley, fhe Christian Pattern made Wesley
see for the first time more than at any other time that true
religion was seated in the heart and that God's laws must
extend to a man's thoughts as well as to his words and
actions .13
In relation to religious education Wesleyan theology
maintained the genuineness, integrity and authority of the
Holy Scriptures. According to Mason t
The Bible as a frame of reference in that day led
England out of threatened chaos. Wesleyanism contending
for the Bible as basic currioulua material for all age
groups, proffers a frame of reference whloh has histori
cally brought peace to heart and mind .
For the resolution of moral confusion it proffers an
authoritative Sew Testament ood� of ethics | for doubt,
fear and uncertainlty it proposes the love of God which
will come with its abiding, comforting presence into the
surrendered life.
In Wesleyan theology the Christian teacher is not a
blind guide groping with the blind but one who has
learned by both training and experience to speak with
assurance and power. As the physician or legal counse
lor comforts with the assurance of authority, likewise
the Christian teacher does not throw futility back upon
Itself, but speaks in the name of the Master in terms of
authority .14
To Wesley that whloh finally confirms things of
religious Judgment is the Bible, He believed it to be the
living word of the living God whloh would remain forever.
l^cannon, o^. oit., pp. 56,57.
-^^Harold G. Mason, "Some Implioatlons of Wesleyan
Theology for Christian Education" (Wilmore, Ky.: The Asbury
Seminarian, 1956), p. 8.
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It was to him the most solid and preolous system of truth.
There were four powerful arguments which caused him
to believe the Bible to be the word of God. They were the
miracles, prophecies, goodness of the doctrine and moral
character of the penmen,
Wesley contending for the divine inspiration of the
Holy Scriptures sets forth the following arguments:
The Bible must be the invention either of good men or
angels, bad men or devils, or of God. (1) It could not
be the invention of good men or angels j for they neither
would nor could make a book, and tell lies all the time
they were writing it, saying, "Thus saith the Lord,"
when it was their own invention. (2) It coxild not be the
Invention of bad men or devils j for they would not make
a book which eoimnands all duty, forbids all sin, and
condemns their souls to hell to all eternity, (3) There
fore, I draw this conclusion, that the Bible must be
given by divine Inspiratlon.lS
Thus Is clearly seen the great value placed on the
Word of God by Wesley, To him It was the true revelation of
God. Religious education must have the same conception of
the Bible if it is to be effective in training and leading
individuals to Christ.
Reason . Wesley believed that God begins his work in
man by giving him the ability to believe in Him. Man has
by n&tMTe no knowledge of Ood but as he sees the things
that are in existence. Through them he can reasonably by a
Burtner and Chiles, 0�. olt., p. 20.
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kind of intuition, see the eternal and powerful Being. By
Bian's natural faculties he cannot see God, but by salvation
he can perceive Him. It was a fundamental principle for
Wesley that without reason there is no religion. Religion
and reason go hand In hand, and for him all irrational re
ligion was false.
Ood has endowed man with enoxigh knowledge to care for
himself in this world, but there is a wide gap in what man
knows and desires to know. Man by nature can know little of
the Creator or His works, but he should employ reason as far
as it will go although reason is utterly Incapable of giving
either faith, or hope, or lovej and, consequently, of pro
ducing either real virtue, or substantial happiness .16
It is through this gift of reason that God has be
stowed upon man that he can know of Him and His benefits.
The following statement in Wesley's own words suBanarize his
idea of reason :
Is it not reason (assisted by the Holy Ghost) whloh
enables us to understand what the Holy Scriptures de
clare concerning the being and attributes of God? �
oonceming hie eternity and immensity} his power, wisdom,
and holiness? It is by reason that God enables us in
some measure to comprehend hia awthod of dealing with
the children of men; the nature of his various dispen
sations, of the old and new covenant, of the law and the
gospel. It is by this we xinderstand {his Spirit opening
and enlightening the eyes of our understanding) what
repentance Is, not to be repented of; what is that faith
whereby we are saved; what is the nature and the oon-
l^Ibid., p. 27.
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dltlon of JuBtif icatlonj what are the Immediate and what
the subsequent fruits of It. By reason we learn what Is
that new birth, without whloh we cannot enter into the
kingdom of heaven; and what that holiness is without
whloh no man shall see the Lord .17
Experience . The third step in Wesley's Idea of sal
vation is experience. The question comes with force how can
one know he is saved? Wesley said that a person may know by
means of conscience and by his own spiritual consciousness
that he has the Spirit of adoption.
To Wesley what Ghristianlty had promised as a doctrine
was accomplished in his own soul. He did not undervalue
tradition but he believed experience to be the strongest
evidence of the truth of Christianity .18
Prom Wesley's own pen comes the account of his first
meeting with Bohler and how amased he was to hear that one
could have dominion over a In and constant peace from a sense
of forgiveness. In fact, he thovight it to be a new doctrines
However, at a latter date he Interviewed Bohler once more
and here Is the result of that meeting:
When I met Peter Bohler again, he consented to put
the dispute upon the issue which I desired, namely.
Scripture and experience, I first consulted the Scrip
ture, But when I set aside the glosses of men, and
simply considered the words of God, comparing them to
gether, endeavouring to Illustrate the obscure by the
Ibid,, p, 28.
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plainer passages, I fovuv! they all aiade against me, and
was foroed to retreat to my last hold, "that experience
would never agree with the literal Interpretation of
those scriptures, Wor could I therefore allow it to be
true, till I found some living witnesses of it." He
replied, he could show �e such at any time; if I desired
It, the next day. And aoooi*dlngly the next day he came
again with three others, all of whom testified, of their
own personal experience, that a true living faith in
Ohrlst is Inseparable from a sense of pardon for all
past and freedom from all present sins. They added with
one mouth that this faith was the gift, the free gift of
Ood; and that He would surely bestow it upon every soul
who earnestly and perseverlngly sought it.J-^
After Aldersgate Wesley saw that he had the testimony
of all his outward and Inward senses that he was a free
raoral agent. By, experience , he believed, one might know his
sins were forgiven and that he was a new creature.
Depravity. Wesley's three main scriptural doctrines
at the center of his vie* of the theology of the nature and
conditions of salvation are original sin, justification by
faith and holiness as a subsequent work of grace. All his
theories of education and conversion will no doubt be re
lated to or spring from these doctrines.
From Wesley's idea of original sin coraes his theory
of human nature which he conceives as being depraved. He
was profoundly convinced of the Fall. He starts with Great
Britain and ends with the home and children before they are
two years of age in showing the depravity of human nature.
Ibid., p. 31.
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Due to this belief It was Wesley's Intention through the
medium of religious education in the home, church arjd school
to make them aware of their depraved condition and urge them
to seek the new birth whloh would change this nature. He
opposed th� rationalists of his day in their belief of the
goodness of human nature. He noted that sin entered the
world by Luolfer through Adam. And he clearly exonerates
Ood from this responsibility though he does not elaborate on
the means by whloh sin entered the world.
Wesley believed that when Adam fell the whole of the
human race fell and have since suffered from the conse
quences. He believed that original sin was handed down
through the blood tinity of th� race from Adam, but was not
certain as to the method. felt that method needs no ex
planation as long as there was no doubt of the truth of
transmission.
The suffering of the human race he also attributes
to the sin of Adam. Even the sufferings of children are the
direct result of Adam's fall,
Wesley does point up the fact that none have or will
die eternally raerely because of Adam's guilt. Prince quot
ing Wesley notes that he draws a distinotion between adults
and children stating! "Ho infant ever was, or ever will be,
sent to hell for th� guilt of Ada�' a sin, seeing it is
canceled by the righteousness of Christ as soon as they are
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sent Into the world. "80 others will escape the con
demnation for Adam's sin only on condition that they avail
themselves of the rlghteoxisness of Christ, which will be
imputed to them on condition and from the time that they
believe �21 jhis righteousness, which comes as a free gift
to everyone born into the world, is unto salvation to those
of riper years, who are inevitably sinners, only on con
dition that they fulfill the requirements of its appli
cation. And unless they do, they will be damned eternally.22
Wesley believed that children as well as parents were
the victims of Inbred disease which he describes as sin.
The New Birth. Another very important aspect of Wes
ley's ei^lrloal theology was his oonoeptlon of oonverslon or
what he preferred to call the new birth.
Wesley compares the unregenerate person to a baby
bom into the world with eyes but cannot see, ears but can
not hear and likewise he says an unregenerated person cannot
see or hear spiritual things until he is born again of the
Spirit.
To Wesley being justified is the great work God does
2^John W. Prince, Wesley on Religious Education { Cin
cinnati r The Methodist Book dionoera, 1926), p. iSsfe.
21 Ibid.
22 lb id.
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for man and being born again or the renewing of man's fallen
natiire is what God does In hianan beings. Hs believed tho
new birth to be Instantaneous rather than a gradual process:
A child Is born of a women in a moment, or at least
in a very short time: afterward he gradually and slowly
grows, till he attains to the stature of a man. In like
manner, a child Is born of God in a short time, if not
in a moment. But it is by slow degrees that he after
ward grows up to the measure of the full stature of
Christ .23
Man in a mere natural state has no true knowledge of
of God, neither of spiritual or eternal things. But as soon
as he is born of Ood there is a total ohange in all these
part loulars .
Thus after one has had this experience whloh Wesley
so firmly tatight and preached the "eyes of his understanding
are opened" and hie spirit bears witness with God's Spirit
that he Is a child of Ood,
Wesley sums It in these words: "And now he may be
properly said to live: God having quickened him by His
Spirit, h� is alive to God through Jesus Christ .24
Wesley firmly believed that without self-knowledge �
that is, that a man knew his need of it, there could be no
salvation. This he considered to be important above all
Burtner and Chiles, olt. , p. 172.
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else. He maintained that it was only when man realizes his
sinful condition that he will repent and appropriate sal
vation through faith in Christ.
Wesley had little results from preaching until he
began to proclaim that man was shapen in Iniquity and needed
Ohrlst as the only sure basis of religion of the heart. The
reason he objected to Taylor, Housseau, Voltaire and Hume
was because of their religion of humanity. Their doctrines
of human perfection and their ignorance of the corrupt
nature of the human heart, Wesley vigorously opposed.
Wesley used the term repentance to cover the meaning
of knowledge and repentance. To repent aocoi*dlng to him Is
to realise one's fallen nattire and to feel the wrath of Ood
abiding on him,35
Luther In his comments on the Fplstle to the Oala-
tians said reason was hostile to the gospel of Christ. Wes
ley refuted this, stating that reason was a great help not
only to the seotilar world but to the spiritual as well as it
enables ua to understand the Scriptures and the whole
foundation and superstructure of religion.
Wesley points out in his sermon "On the Discoveries
of Faith*' that there are two kinds of faith} the "Faith of
a servant" and "the Palth of a son." He notes that the ser-
Prlnoe, o�, olt . . p. 21.
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vant la aware of the spiritual things that belong to sal
vation, but has not experlenoed them. The son however has
experienced adoption and appropriated salvation throxigh
Christ. He has become a child of God .86
Wesley believed that the moment an individual re
ceived Justification, or salvation, by faith he was born
again, or regenerated. To V.'esley Juetif loation and re
generation did not mean th� same thing. He said;
Justification does not have the same meaning as re
generation, but describes the changed status of the in
dividual in th� sight of God, whereas regeneration
describes th� new life begun in th� individual. Justi
fication implies a relative change, relating to the
great work God does for the individual, in forgiving his
sins, delivering him from his quilt, and restoring him
to the favor of God as a eon. Regeneration, on th�
other hand, is a real change whloh God works in the in
dividual. It renews his fallen nature into the image
of God, changing him from a sinner to a saint and break
ing the power of sin. The experience here described as
th� new birth la ordinarily known as oonverslon.27
The new birth to Wesley was not only an outward
ohange of an liKiivldual whloh led to the performance of
religious and social duties, but it was a new disposition,
an Inward transformation into the mind that was in Christ.
26 Ibid., p. 54.
gTlbld., p. 58.
CHAPTER IV
WESLEY AND EDUCATION
IMuoatlon In Wesley's Day. While Wesley's theory of
eduoatlon was influenced and limited by conditions whloh
existed in his country during the eighteenth century he
determined to provide something better than the education of
godless teachings by "heathen schoolmasters." They had
neither knowledge nor concern about the true aim of edu
cation as far as Wesley was concerned. H� endeavored to
provide a scheme of education which was pervaded by a spirit
of true religion.
The work of Locke and his disciplinary ideal of edu
cation was dominant in the sucoessftil educational work of
the centvu*y.
Though Wesley shared many of Locke's views when Locke
tried to replace the authority of God with the authority of
society and of the clergy by that of the landed gentry he
parted ways with hlm.l Wesley ascribes authority to Ood to
be maintained by parents. In his sermon on "Family Re
ligion," he says, "For it Is God Himself who best knoweth
His own creatures, that hath told us expressly, 'He that
n
Alfred H. Body, John Wesley and Eduoatlon {London:
The Epworth Press, 1936), pp. 33,34.
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apareth the rod, hateth his son.' "8
Milton's ideas on eduoatlon were ve3�y iHrpraotioal
because of their linpossibilitj of achievement, but the alms
were Christian as were Wesley's. "Education" says Wesley,
quoting William Law's Serious Call "is to be considered as
reason borrowed at second hand, whloh goes as far as it can,
to supply the loss of original perfeetlon."^^
Milton explained his idea of the purpose of eduoatlon
thus: "I call therefore a complete and generous education
that which fits a man to perform justly, skilfully, and mag
nanimously all the offioas both private and public of Peace
and War."*
Rousseau's more liberal Ideals of education were
opposed by the aristocratic spirit of the age because they
laid no eerphasis on moral teaching. The variance of society
produced many different foms of education; both in scope
and ideals* Although Wesley did not agree with their "mis
taken notions" about religion he did respect the wisdom and
genius of Locke, Milton and Rousseau.
Of Wesley's familiarity with the classics It is
stated that :
%'he Works of John Wesley, Vol. 7, {Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 19S8), p. 81.
^Body, 0�. cit. , p. 34.
4 ibid. , pp. 34,35.
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There is, indeed, a great similarity between Wesley
and Plato which would account for their intellectual
sympathy. Both held essentially the same view of the
value of educational theory � it was to be merely a
guide to higher practice. Theory never had, with either
man, that connotation of remoteness from liffi possessed
by the term in its modern use. Again, both men were in
spired by a clearly aristocratic sentiment, and the
�meditation' whloh the Republic emphasizes as the highest
intellectual activity has special periods alloted to it
in Wesley's mentality and links him intellectually with
the ideals of Monasticlsm, which. It is pertinent to
note, first crept into the Church trom the post-Pla-
tonlst philosophers who withdrew themselves more and
more from actual contact with real life.^
Though Wesley loved Charterhouse, the place of his
early educational training, during the five years of his boy
hood in whloh he attended there his progress was hindered by
the bullying atmoBphei�e of the school. He left Charter
house worse religiously than when he entered it.
He summarized this period in these words:
Outward restraints being removed, I was much more
negligent than before, even of outward duties, and
alimjst continually guilty of outward sins, whloh I knew
to be such, though they were not scandalous in th� eyes
of the world. However, I still read the Scriptures, and
said my prayers morning and evenings And what I now
hoped to b� saved by was (1) Hot being so bad as other
people (2) Having still a kindness for religion (3)
Heading th� Bible, going to church, and saying my
prayers .6
If this was true of Wesley then one can gather some
conception of the state of affairs with the average public
schoolboy. Conditions of the publtc schools and untversi-
5 lb id., p. 63.
6 Ibid., p. 37.
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ties were so bad In Wesley's day that when opportunity oame
to him to do so he established schools and encouraged the
Sunday school movement .
Religious education in England in Wesley's Day.
Vital religion in eighteenth century England was at a low
ebb. There were dead churches, worldly preachers, skeptical
universities, many unchurched people, political corruption
and rampant sin in th� great cities.
The deists, with their emphasis on natural religion
as distinguished from direct revelation from Ood were the
best known group of the first half of the century. However,
numbers and influence did not go much beyond th� intellectual
class of people and the controversies concerning them were
largely a battle of th� books =
Wesley did not seek to attack deisra intellectually
nor to defend Christianity on a rationalistic basis. Cannon
points up Wesley's approach by saying:
Th� surest way to bring deists to Christianity,
thought Vicsley, was not by argumtrit but by living ex
ample, by the positive affirmation of the principles of
th� Bible in character and in life. Th� aim of the
Wesleyan Revival, therefore, was to establish Biblical
Christianity over the land. Reason was not the mistress
of revelation.'''
Thus according to Cannon quoting Wesley and his
associates they "resolved to be Blble-Chrlstians at all
'''will lam Ragsdale Gannon, The Theology of John Wes
ley, (Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 195^, p^ 20,
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events} and, wherever they went, to preaoh with all their
might plain, old Bible Christianity ."8
Lee, speaking of religion in Wesley's day, observes
that:
Soolal conditions called for moderation; the Revo
lution left both government and trade on uneasy footings
and fanaticism of all kinds was suspected. In this at
mosphere flourished a religion of moderation, empha
sizing ethical requirements, subordinating all abtruse
spectilatlon, and fearing excessive zeal for doctrine or
Church. 9
Subjects such as truth, moral virtue, pelty, and
peace were the main themes of the eighteenth oentury pulpit.
Lee continues:
Reason, morality, public and private peaoe, the pub
lic good, moderation, these are the aimp of the preacher
Religion is a restraining, regulatory, mitigating power,
designed to make man live according to reason and to
preserve social peace and happiness.10
Although oertain moral and rational aspects of re
ligion were prevelant, that is Just one side of the story.
There were many of that age who sought more earnestly for
holiness of heart and life. There were religious societies
whloh met for prayer, admonitions, Bible reading, frequent
communion, daily examination of one's life and keeping in
Qlbid.. pp. 80,21,
�U^hrey Lee , John Wesley and Modern Religion ( Nash
ville: Cokesbury Press, 1936), p. 21.
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olose oontact with the Churoh of England.
These religious societies exercised disciplinary care
over each member who were, by and large, those of the vari
ous trade and artisan classes.
It is interesting to note that these societies grew
steadily and exercised a strong Influence on the religious
life of England. Being bound to works of charity they for
warded education by catechising among the poor.
Books of devotion that were popular Included The
liyhole Duty of Man. A Week's Preparation Towards a Worthy
Receiving of the Lord 's Supper . Comparison for the Festivals
and Pasts of the Churoh of England . Holy Living and Dying,
Imitation of Christ and A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life .
Of the rationalism of th� day Lee says:
On the whole, the tendencies in English religious
life thus far described were on the side of uniformity,
control, discipline, or of corporate religion. Ration
alism tended to repress individual aberrations and to
secure belief that was uniform for all rational beings;
the religious societies attempted to subdue natural im
pulses and substitute the restraints of habit and rules;
while a high conception of the Church made for a sub
ordination of individual to corporate religion. Never
theless, there was an Individualistic element in ration
alism; each man was to use his own reason. The socie
ties promoted individual piety; and there was a high
type of personal religion In many who were passionately
devoted to the Church and its ministrles.il
Among these was Robert Kelson, a High Churchman who
Ibid., p. 32.
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understood religion to be of the heart and one whose writings
had aiuoh. Influence on the people of this period who wrote:
"But the temper of our minds must be changed, our hearts re
newed, our Inward affections purified and sanctified In
order to make our outward things pleasing in God's sight. "12
Puritanism was one of the forces making for an in
dividualism with allegiance to God rather than man.
Claims of iBBaediate revelation from God Himself made
by fanatics were refuted by philosophers, theologians and
statesmen.
The unenlightened people of the age lived In super-
stitution and the law punishing witchcraft was not stricken
from the statute book until 17S6.
Thus it is seen that even in early eighteenth century
England, complete tmiforralty of religious life did not ob
tain. As Lee puts it J
There was a rationalism whloh made for a minimum of
belief, and that to be acceptable to all everywhere,
always, and at all times. There was also a strong
emphasis upon corporate religion, the mediation of grace
through the Church and its ministries. But there was
also in many groups a religion of the inner life, from
the inner light of the Quakers to the personal devotion
of the High Churchman. And affecting many In th� hum
bler ranks of society were prophetic and mystical move
ments which persisted, although somewhat as echoes,
after the turbulence of Cromelllan times,13
Thus it is seen that varied Influences had to do with
Ibid , , p. 33.
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the thinking and labors of John Wesley.
Wesley's Theory of Hellgious Education. Wesley not
only advocated religious and aoral training in aohools, he
sought to alleviate the situation of the poor and provide
training for all olasses. Of this Body says:
Thus the education of all classes claimed his at
tention, and since he believed that, though Ood is the
only physician of souls, man might assist in the cure,
and that the asslstanoe ooTild only be effectively
rendered by education, we can see that in John Wesley's
mind the scope of eduoatlon was universal, embracing
both the poor and rich, and that for him the stratifi
cation, no longer existed. Interested, then, in the
teaching of the poor in their day schools and Sunday
schools, and of th� rich In their homes, Wesley, though
today largely ignored as an educationist, can make th�
claim that he was probably the only man of importance In
the eighteenth century who was really and practically
interested In the education of ohlldren of all olasses, *4
Wesley sought diligently an educational system which
would relate theory to the work at hand, which fact made him
a refreshing B.n& stimulating character among the many re
ligious and educational figures of all time v^hose achieve
ments were In the realm of Intention rather than of actual
realization.!^
It appears that Wesley was intensely Interested In
education not only because of the help h� might render to
the poor, by providing for them a chance for learning but
that they might also be taught religion and be led into a
Body, o�. 0 it � , p. 42.
Ibid . , p . 44 ,
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definite personal experience with Christ. This aim re
sembled that of the Pilgrims as exponents of Calvin's edu
cational Ideals, Wesley once preached a series of sermons
at Bristol throughout an entire week on the education of
children.
Among the main criticisms of V/esley concerning the
educational system of his day was that instruction in re
ligious education was extremely defective.
He leveled five points of criticism at instruction
in religion at this tirae:
(1) the schools were badly situated (2) the edmiasion
of all sorts of ohlldren into the schools (3) the un
godly schoolmasters who oared not whether their scho
lars were Papists, Turks or Christians, (4) and (5)
dealt pith the threefold defeat in choice, method and
scope.*"
Wesley held that religion and education must go hand
In hand. He did not believe in religious education merely
because he was a priest of the Established Church; he de
finitely believed that education and religion were mutually
dependent and that in no uncertain manner, th� righteous
prospered as the green bay-tree, mentally, while the un
righteous sowed the wind of ungodliness and reaped the
whirlwind of perpetual ignorance .17
This idea firmly planted In Wesley's mind was probably
^"Ibid., pp. 45-47.
17ibld., pp. 47,48.
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du� to his association with the Moravians. Influenced by
Peter Bohler and others of their number Wesley's conversion
at Aldersgate led him to visit Moravian schools at Jena and
Herrnhut where he saw a practical application of the teach
ing of Johann Amos Coraenius, for whom religion had deter
mined th� aim and general conception of education. Body
says, "With him education was not merely a means to eradi
cate sin, but to build up a moral control over man. Know
ledge, virtue, and piety, in this order of acquisition, were
to be the alms of education. 18
August Gottlieb Spangenberg, the German pastor in
Jena influenced Wesley with his concern for teaching the
ohlldren of th� poor.
Perhaps th� greatest contribution made to Wesley by
the Moravians was the idea of the complete surrender of a
child's will to that of his teacher. However, before Wesley
had studied the Moravian idea of "amend the wills" he had
become very familiar with this process in his own childhood.
His mother was a strict disciplinarian and "amended the
wills" of her children at a very early age. Susannah Wesley
believed children's wills must be broken with the result that
"you may save thair soul."
This, however, was not the sum total of Wesley's
Ibid., p. 49.
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theory of religious education. One authority says that:
Proa the ideas of the Moravians, strengthened by the
impression left on him by his own early upbringing under
th� powerful personality of his mother, Wesley built up
hia education scheme of sound religious training com
bined with perfect control of the ohlldren.19
Wesley expresses In essence his conception of the aim
in religious education in these words:
Although It is rather to be desired than expected
that the general plan of modern education may be amended,
yet a treatise on that subject, which was printed in
England some years since, has not been without success.
A few have dared to go out of the oommon road and to
educate their children- In e Christian manner; and some
tutors of the University have trained up them under
their care in a manner not unworthy of the primitive
Christians .20
Wesley wae in agreement with Whltefield as to the
purpose of eduoatlon, that is, that it should be a means to
the great end of saving the souls of children. The two were
also in accord in their belief that education was as vital
to the poor as to th� rich.21
It was the prime aim of Wesley when he began to beg
subscriptions to erect schools to provide education for the
poor and to furnish religious education.
Wesley believed it important to protect children froFi
"heathen schoolmasters" and this led him to found his great-
l^Ibid., p. 52.
20Robert W. Burtner and Robert F. Chiles, A Oorapend
of Wesley's Theology {Nashville: Ablndgon Press, r964), pp.
53^9, S40.
^Ifiody, o�. olt., p. 74,
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est and most original school at Kingswood in 1748.
In these schools the rules were very strict and were
tied in with Wesley's religious convictions of piety and
sobriety, and "amended wills." Fe felt these rules of con
duct and character In the schools were successful for In
1748 he wrote of them that "a happy ohange was soon observed
in the children, both with regard to their tempers and be
haviour. They learned reading, writing and arithmetic
swiftly, and at the same time they were diligently in
structed in the sound principles of religion.28
Some have levelled sharp criticism at Wesley for his
curriculum and the strict rules whloh he proposed for his
schools. Some ridicule his having Hebrew taught to children
and such discipline as the "breaking of th� will."
Wesley's approach to education was authoritative, but
he recognized areas of Independent thought and aotion made
possible through the integration of personality around ulti
mate truth.23
The practice and rules of these schools were almost
monastic and Wesley believed in strict adherence to rules
concerning play, prayer, fasting, etc.
22 lb id., p. 82.
23iftki.old C. Mason, "Some Implications of Wesleyan
Theology for Christian Education" (Wilmore, Ky.; The Asbury
Seminarian, 1956), p. 8.
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It may be well to note that in all his labors and
aooompliahments in building schools to educate religiously,
the ohlldren of his day, Wesley's underlying oonvictlon may
be seen in a semon text he preached at Kingswood in 1748,
"Train up a child in the way he should go; and even when he
when he la old he will not depart from it. "24
It would be wrong to assert that the main reason for
Wesley's visit to Savannah, Georgia, was to further the
cause of education, though some ascribe to these mission
aries the honor of being among the pioneers of American edu
cation. Wesley discovered two things in Savannah; the need
and importance of educating the lower classes and the
strengthening of his conviction that religion and education
go hand in hand and are Inseparable.
A reflection of Wesley's early attitude in educational
matters and the practical nature of his methods are shown by
Body in the following Illustration. Charles Delamotte an
admirer and traveling companion of Wesley to Savannah was
having difficulty teaching at his school because of the dis
turbance caused by the ridicule of some of the more fortu
nate boys of those lads too poor to wear stockings and shoes .
Immediately Wesley replied, 'I think I can cure It;
if you will take charge of my school next week, I will
John W. Prince, Wesley on Religious Education (Cin
cinnati: The Methodist Book' (Ijoncern, 1926), p. �1,
~
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take charge of yours, and will try.' The very next
Monday he entered Delamotte 's school In bare feet, and
despite the surprise of the boys, began to conduct the
work of the school In the usual manner. A week of this
conduct proved so salutary that not only did the shoe
less boys quickly lose their sense of Inferiority, but
many of their previous tormentors actually began to copy
Wesley's example and the evil was effectually cured .25
So It was that Wesley always endeavored to teach
huBianltarlan principles, morality, and religion even while
giving Instruction In secular realms,
Wesley firmly believed that the aim of religious edu
cation was not only to train a child in religion, but the
true goal and purpose of religious education was to bring
salvation to the individual. This is brought out by Prince
in tho following quotation:
Wesley's theory of religious education is in keeping
with his belief that every stage in religious experience
is possible in childhood. Th� goal of all work with
children at home, in the schools, and in the Methodist
societies is to make them pious, to lead to personal re
ligion, and to Insure salvation. It is not merely to
bring them up so that they do no harm and abstain from
outward sin, nor to get them accustomed to the use of
means of grace, saying their prayers, reading good books,
and the like, nor is it to train them in right opinions.
The purpose of religious education is to instill in
children true religion, holiness, and the love of God
and mankind, and to train them in the image of God.26
Wesley strongly believed in family worship as a
means pf growth of children in religion. He urged the
25Body, o�. oit.. p. 71.
26prince, o�, cit., pp. 87,88.
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preaohera to go from door to door and emphaBize a return to
family worship where it waa not praotioed.
Even after the ohild left home Wesley urged the parents
to choose the right school, that is, making everything sub
servient to religion. To him the training of this life was
no more important than training for heaven.
He believed the proper school for children was the
one which instructed them in religion as well as in learning.
To Wesley the true Christian school first made Christians
and then taught other matters.
Mason pointing up Wesley's interest In changed lives
and attitudes states :
According to Wesleyan doctrine being a Christian con
noted being a 'good man, and a good man influenced his
environment. For him the moral law was not abrogated
but passed over into the covenant of grace, and was re
stated in the Sermon on the Mount, Wesleyan theology
blessed the world in an age suffering for lack of decent
men by impressing upon men morality and decency as a
result of both the regenerating and restraining power of
the Holy Spirit, Since the Holy Spirit regenerates men
and restrains unregenerated men both salvation and
morality are stressed in a Sunday school of the Wesleyan
tradition. It is believed that salvation is infinitely
the higher good but that good morals even in the pru
dential sense are also a blessing. Christian education
is held to be not only indispensable to evangelism but
basic to a livable, decent culture, Ghristianlty is both
a spiritual state and a social influence. And while it
is true that morality end good works do not save people.
Christian education may improve the environment Into
which children are born and live.S7
Mason, o�. olt . , p. 11,12.
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Wesley became interested in the Sunday school move
ment because he saw in it a great potential for making
CJhristians, He saw more in the Sunday school of England
than just "noble specimens of charity." He believed God bad
a deeper purpose for them as reflected in this statement by
Prince quoting from Wesley's Journals
So many children in one parish are restrained from
open sin, and taught a little good manners, at least, as
well as to read the Bible. I find these schools spring
ing up wherever I go . Perhaps God may have a deeper end
therein than men are aware of. IStoo knows but some of
these schools may become nurseries for Ghrlstians?^�
John Wesley had an early interest in teaching
children. Robert Ralkes is credited with th� founding of the
modern Sunday school movement in 17S0, at the suggestion of
Sophia Bradburn, wife of a early Methodist preacher. But
Wesley had organized and conducted a Sunday school in
Savannah, Georgia, as early as 1737, fifty years before
Rob�rt Haikes began his work with children in Gloucester,
England ,
Systematized religious instiruction of children was a
life-long concern of John Wesley. His teaching of children
in Savannah is sometimes cited as the first Sunday school on
the American continent. Many great leaders in American his
tory were the products of Methodist institutions. Wesley was
an educator, but he was interested In more than religious
instruction as such.
28prinoe, o�. olt., p. 92.
CHAPTER �
WESLEY'S IDEA OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATIOH AMD CONVERSION
Converalon of Children. Wesley's position with
respeot to the religious education of children Is in harmo
ny with his theology. It should be noted that the same doc
trines of depravity, grace, salvation, repentance, the new
birth or regeneration were applied to children as well as
adults .
Wesley was of the opinion that a child could be
genuinely and deeply religious . Ah to the minimum age in
which he expected to see ohlldren saved It is hard to say.
In the cases he mentions concerning pious ohlldren no defi
nite date limits are indicated. One case of piety which was
phenominal and rare to Wesley was that of a child who died
at the age of two and one half years.
Another case which Is cited in his journal is that of
a three year old boy "who died in peace." Two other in
stances of child piety are cited by Wesley in ohlldren who
were four years of age. Wesley believed it possible for
very young children to be religious.
The reason Wesley felt that ohlldren could be pious
at a very early age is revealed in his doctrine of graoe
where he states that when the Spirit teaches there is no
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delay In learning.1
The majority of ohlldren referred to by Wesley who
were under religious impressions were considerably older,
that is, on the verge of or in adolescence. There are
records where children at Kingswood between the ages of
seven and fourteen were affected by the recurring revivals.
According to Prince the Weardale Society was praised
by Wesley in his Journal. He quotes lesley as saying, "In
most of their families, the greatest part of th� children
above ten years old are converted to God. "2
J\i8t when Wesley believed a ohild was rip� for
spiritual ohange is not clear. However, some idea may be
gained by this statement of Prince concerning Wesley's be
lief in ohild oonverslon. He says:
The age at which Wesley believed he himself to be
ripe for some spiritual change was ten, for it was then
he thought be had sinned away th� 'washing of th� Holy
Ghost' whloh he had received at baptism. He confesses,
however, that the instructions he received in childhood
concerning outward duties and sins he accepted gladly
and thought of often, 'but all that was said to me of
InwaiKi obedience or holiness I neither \inderstood nor
remembered . So that I was Indeed as ignorant of the
true meaning of the law as I was of the gospel of
Christ,' If in later years he remembered his own early
experience, he must have been reluctant in accepting re
ports of piety of any depth in very young children, at
least in any under ten. But it does not appear that
�'�John W, Prince, Wesley on Religious Education (Cin
cinnati: The Methodist Book Concern, 1826), p". 85.
'
2 Ibid., p. 86.
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this influenced his latep dealings with children.^
Wesley was convinced that oldez* children were capa
ble of experiencing every step in th� process of salvation.
He also believed they could be sanctified and saved from in
ward sin aiKi be patterns of holiness
As was stated in the first chapter it was the ob
jective of this study to see how Wesley taught concerning
the listportanoe and relation of conversion and Christian Edu
oatlon. In showing what Wesley taught concerning the sal
vation of children this study included only the conversion
of children who had reached the age of accountability, thus,
purposely eliminating th� Involved study of Infant baptism
in Wesley's theology.
For adults salvation is reached through baptism only
on condition that th�y repent and believe the gospel.
Wesley says ohlldren are immortal spirits whom Gtod
had Intrusted to the parents for a time that they may train
them up in holiness, and fit them for the enjoyment of God
in eternity.� Wesley gave detailed advice concerning the
cure of the disease of human nature in his sermon "On the
Eduoatlon of Children." Yet this advice came at the opening
^Ibld.
'*Ibid., p. 87.
^Ibld . , p. 95.
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of the New Kingswood School and this meant that the children
would come from Methodist homes and preacher's children
would have been baptized. Even In this Instance Wesley en
couraged the new birth when meeting these children and also
through their masters.
Wherever Wesley went he tried to cultivate In young
hearts a sense of their sinful nature and a desire for a
cure, by telling them about their natural state, and first
prlnoiples of religion which were repentance and faith.
Prince notes, "All the evidence points to the fact that he
labored as strenuously to bring children into the instan
taneous experience of religion as he advised parents to
train them up in religion."�
Is it possible to reconcile Wesley faith in religious
education with his ideas concerning the new birth? It must
be noted that he believed that anyone who sinned after bap
tism had denied that rite and must have the new birth if he
was to be saved .
He believed that reason dawns on children when they
began to walk and talk and he is no doubt Justified in
holding that the benefits of baptism may be lost early in
life because from this time wilful sin becomes possible.
Ibid., p. 97.
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Wesley was Impressed with the fact that he had per
sonally sinned away his baptism at an early age while at the
same tirae he saw that many children running wild in sin and
doing all manner of evil were being neglected by the parents
who were failing in their religious duties of training their
children. This was reason enough for him to believe that
they must actxially be born again.
Wesley makes it clear that the new birth is not th�
same thing as baptism. He states:
A n�n may possibly be 'born of water,' and yet not be
'born of the Spirit.' There may sometimes be th� out
ward sign, where ther� is not th� inward grao�. I do
not speak with regard to Infants: It is certain our
Church supposes that all who are baptized in their In
fancy are at the same time bom again; and it 1� allowed
that the whole Office for the Baptism of Infants pro
ceeds upon this supposition. .. .But whatever be the case
with infants, it is sure all of riper years who are bap
tized are not at the same time bom again.'''
It is assiimed then that Wesley believed that many
persons having reached the age of accountability must b� born
again and have the inner wltn�Bs of God's spirit.
As has been said, according to Wesley's Journal,
wh�r�ver he met ohlldren his chief motive was to cultivate
In them a sense of their sinful nattxre and a desire for a
otire, by talks on their depraved state, and on the first
Robert W. Burtner and Robert E. Chiles, A Oompend
Ojf Wesley's Theology (Nashville; Abingdon Press ,""1954 } , p.
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principles of religion, namely, repentance and faith.�
To come more closely to Wesley's method of making
children pious it will be necessary to define more thoroughly
what according to his view constituted the training of
children.
He felt that not only should children be brought to
a knowledge and appreciation of salvation but that they
should also be trained and bought personally to appropriate
salvation. In other words, religious education must lead to
the experience of regeneration with a resulting life of
holiness. Its aim must be to produce repentance and faith,
that is, the knowledge of self and of God through Christ and
thus a life of Inward and outward piety naturally results.
Thus the responsibility of parents is great in the
training process and Wesley says t
Next to yoiir wife are your children; Immortal spirits
whom Ood hath, for a time, entrusted to your care, that
you may train them up in all holiness, and fit theni for
the enjoyment of God In eternity. This is a glorious
and important trust; seeing one soul is of more value
than all the world beside. Fnrery ohild, therefore, you
are to watch over with the utmost care, that when you
are called to give an account of each to th� Father of
Spirits, you may give your accounts with joy and not with
grief. . .
In his sermon "On Family Religion" th� text from
Trlnce, o�. cit . . p. 97.
'Burtner and Chiles , 0�. cit . , p . 239 .
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Joshua 24:15 states: "As for ne and my house w� will serve
the Lord." To Wesley to "serve th� Lord" meant not only
outward service, but inward response | the service of the
heart, "worshipping Him in Spirit and in truth." The first
implication her� is sei^ioe in faith-believing in the name
of Jesus Christ.
"My house," Wesley says, means the children as well
as the wives and servants. To him children are trained to
serve th� Lord but cannot serve him in a true sens� without
regeneration and justification which come by repentance and
faith. Therefore, to train children up in th� way they
should go means that they will ultimately be led into the
experience of salvation the same as an adult .
Repentance in Wesleyan terms means godly sorrow for
sin and turning away from it...By mere intellectual pro
cesses th� mind may be enlightened concerning human re
sponsibility, but "with the heart man believeth unto
righteousness. "!0
^*^Harold C. Mason, "Some Implications of Ifesleyan
Theology for Christian Education" {Wilmore, Ky. ; The Asbury
Seminarian, 1956), p. 9.
OHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSION
Summary . It may be stated as a matter of fact that
Wesley did not hold that religious eduoatlon makes the new
birth or conversion unnecessary, but that religious edu
cation and conversion supplement each other.
His central Idea of religious education was that
children were not to be left to grow up in sin, but were,
rather to be carefully dlsoiplined and instruoted from their
earliest years. However, he never Intended that instruction
would replace the need for a definite conversion experience.
Re gave a large place to children in th� program of revival
and labored to found and conduct schools for thera both
within and without his societies.
In defending the children at Kingswood Wesley shows
the harmony between religious education and conversion. His
critics stated that the children brought up more severely
would turn out worse than if they developed naturally. To
this Wesley answered that they will only turn out worse if
they have never been convertod or have quenched the Spirit
subsequent to conversion. Horein he identifies conversion
with at least part of the educative process. It may be
safely stated that Wesley believed that conversion was vital,
but that religious education in the home and school and
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ohurch led toward the attainment of this experience at a
definite time.
Conclusion. Aldersgate and religious education
rightly Tinderstood and education and spiritual vitality and
power are not In conflict but complement each other. It
must be understood that Wesley meant more than Just edu
cation Into religion when he spoke of religious education.
If education is to be religious it must have the fruits of
religion, that is, the aim must be toward a Christian ex
perience .
Is it not possible to seek in this generation as
Wesley urged his followers to do In his age, to unite "the
two so long divided knowledge and vital piety?"
Education regardless of how Christian it may be can
not become a substitute for religion, nor can baptism. Edu
cation through good teaching is a very worthwhile and
essential thing. On the other hand preaching must be the
type that will produce conviction and moral action resulting
in changed lives.
To produce the highest type of scholarship and at the
same time a thoroughly spiritual group of leaders for this
age is a constant challenge not only to the Ohurch but to
education as well.
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